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A Developmental Switch in the Excitability
and Function of the Starburst Network
in the Mammalian Retina
has been no direct evidence that starburst cells form a
mutually excitatory network capable of supporting re-
current excitation. Second, it is not clear how such an
intrinsically unstable network, if it exists, could be com-
patible with mature visual function, since the nicotinic
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Little Rock, Arkansas 72205 synapses so far studied in the CNS always remain excit-
atory as the network matures.
Starburst cells are the only neurons in the nervous
system known to synthesize both ACh and GABASummary
(Brecha et al., 1988; Kosaka et al., 1988; Vaney and
Young, 1988). They have been shown by autoradiogra-Dual patch-clamp recording and Ca2 uncaging re-
vealed Ca2-dependent corelease of ACh and GABA phy to release ACh and GABA via a Ca2-dependent
vesicular and a Ca2-independent transporter mecha-from, and the presence of reciprocal nicotinic and
GABAergic synapses between, starburst cells in the nism, respectively (O’Malley and Masland, 1989; O’Mal-
ley et al., 1992). However, the functional role of ACh andperinatal rabbit retina. With maturation, the nicotinic
synapses between starburst cells dramatically dimin- GABA release by starburst cells is poorly understood,
in part because neither the corelease of ACh and GABAished,whereas theGABAergic synapses remainedand
changed from excitatory to inhibitory, indicating a co- nor the mechanism of release has been studied at a
cellular or synaptic level. Unlike most retinal neurons,ordinated conversion of the starburst network excit-
ability from an early hyperexcitatory to a mature non- which tile the retina with little dendritic overlap within
the same cell population (Wassle and Boycott, 1991;epileptic state. We show that this transition allows the
starburst cells to use their neurotransmitters for two MacNeil et al., 1999; Rockhill et al., 2000, 2002), starburst
cells overlap as much as 70-fold, and their dendritescompletely different functions. During early develop-
ment, the starburst network mediates recurrent exci- cofasciculate precisely to form a honeycomb-like net-
work (Tauchi and Masland, 1984; Vaney, 1984; Famigli-tation and spontaneous retinal waves, which are im-
portant for visual system development. After vision etti, 1985), raising the intriguing possibility of massive
reciprocal synaptic interactionswithin a network formedbegins, starburst cells release GABA in a prolonged
and Ca2-dependent manner and inhibit each other by a single population of neurons. Such a network may
mediate not only spontaneous retinal waves during de-laterally via direct GABAergic synapses, which may be
important for visual integration, such as the detection velopment, but also important network computation
during mature visual processing, particularly the detec-of motion direction.
tion of motion direction, because starburst cells are be-
lieved to provide essential inhibition to direction-selec-Introduction
tive (DS) ganglion cells (Yoshida et al., 2001; Amthor et
al., 2002; Euler et al., 2002; Fried et al., 2002; Taylor andDuring development, many neural networks are highly
excitable due to the early excitatory actions of GABA Vaney, 2003). A key question regarding the function of
mature starburst cells and theDSmechanism iswhetherand glycine (Ben-Ari, 2002). These early networks often
generate spontaneous bursts of excitation, which are the essential GABAergic synaptic inhibition also exists
at a level presynaptic to DS ganglion cells, especiallyimportant for activity-dependent neural development
(Katz and Shatz, 1996). As development proceeds, iono- among starburst cells.
The goal of this study is to determine (1) whether andtropic actions of GABA and glycine change from excita-
tion to inhibition by a delayed expression of chloride how ACh and GABA are coreleased synaptically by a
single starburst cell, (2) whether developing starburstexporters (Rivera et al., 1999), thereby providing stability
to the network so that the mature form of network pro- cells form a mutually excitatory network to mediate reti-
nal waves, (3) how such a network, if it exists, remainscessing can occur without epileptic seizures.
In the developing mammalian retina, the early sponta- stable (nonepileptic) in themature retina, and (4) whether
GABAergic lateral inhibition occurs within the starburstneous wave of excitation relies on nicotinic neurotrans-
mission (Feller et al., 1996). It has been proposed that network during visual processing.
the cholinergic network formed by starburst amacrine
cells is responsible for the generation and propagation Results
of this recurrent retinal excitation (Feller et al., 1997).
However, although starburst cells have been shown to Reciprocal Synaptic Corelease of ACh and GABA
directly participate in retinal waves (Zhou, 1998), two by Starburst Cells
essential and puzzling issues remain unsolved. First, we Dual whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were made
do not know what drives the starburst cell network to from starburst cell pairs in the ganglion cell layer (GCL)
burst during retinal waves, and more importantly, there of the whole-mount rabbit retina. The initial recordings
focused on perinatal rabbits aged embryonic day 29 to
postnatal day 1 (E29–P1; gestation period, 31 days). At*Correspondence: zhoujimmy@uams.edu
1These authors contributed equally to this work. this age, starburst cells already attained a distinctive
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Figure 1. Dual Patch-Clamp Recording from a Pair of Starburst Cells in an E30 Retina
(A) Photomicrographs of a pair of starburst cells recorded with Lucifer yellow-filled patch pipettes viewed with DIC optics (upper left) and
epifluorescence (lower left). (Right) Fluorescence image of the same cell pair after the removal of pipettes. Scale bar, 50 m.
(B) Paired voltage-clamp recording, showing reciprocal synaptic responses (Vh  70mV, postsynaptic) evoked by presynaptic depolarization
pulses (from 70 to 0 mV, bottom trace).
(C) Voltage-clamp recording from another E30 starburst pair, showing reciprocal synaptic responses (Vh  45 mV, postsynaptic) evoked by
the same presynaptic depolarization pulses (from 70 to 0 mV, bottom trace).
“starburst” morphology (Figure 1A). Paired voltage- not by -bungarotoxin (-BgTX, 200 nM, n  2) (Figure
2C), demonstrating the presence of functional, -bun-clamp recordings revealed synaptic transmission be-
tween starburst cells (n 120 pairs). As shown in Figure garotoxin-insensitive nicotinic receptors on these
starburst cells. Puffing GABA (1 mM) on starburst cells1B, depolarizing one starburst cell (cell 2) from 70 to
0 mV elicited voltage-gated currents in the same cell (n  8) also elicited robust current responses (Figures
2E and2F), whichwere completely blockedbySR-95531and inward postsynaptic currents in the other (cell 1,
held at 70 mV). The synaptic transmission was often (50 M, n  4) or Pic (100 M, n  2) and had a nearly
liner I-V relation with a reversal potential near the calcu-reciprocal (Figure 1B), indicating mutual synaptic com-
munication within the starburst network. For simplicity, lated ECl (70 mV) (Figures 2E and 2F), indicating the
presence of functional GABAA receptors. Taken to-we term the cell being induced to release transmitters
“presynaptic” and the other cell in the pair “postsynap- gether, the above results established that the inward
postsynaptic currents recorded at around70 mV weretic.” Figure 1C shows that when the postsynaptic star-
burst cell was held at 45 mV, robust outward synaptic nicotinic currents and that the outward postsynaptic
currents at45mV were mediated by GABAA receptors.currents were also detected in a reciprocal manner.
To determine whether ACh and GABA were core- Hence, these data demonstrated that a single starburst
cell released both ACh and GABA at a synaptic levelleased by a single starburst cell at the synaptic level,
we first examined the biophysical and pharmacological and that the early developing starburst cells formed a
network connected by reciprocal nicotinic and GABAer-properties of the postsynaptic responses. Figure 2A
gives an example of dual voltage-clamp recording from gic synapses.
a pair of E30 starburst cells, showing inward postsynap-
tic currents at a holdingpotential of70mVandoutward A Developmental Switch in Network Excitability
Caused by a Dramatic Reduction in Nicotinicpostsynaptic currents at 45 mV from the same cell.
The inward postsynaptic currents at 70 mV (ECl) could Synaptic Communication among Starburst Cells
To determine how the starburst network acquired thebe completely blocked by the nicotinic antagonist hexa-
methonium (Hex, 100 M, n  5) (Figure 2B) but were stability necessary for visual processing as the retina
matured, we examined the developmental profile of nic-not affected by picrotoxin (Pic, 100 M, n  4, data not
shown), suggesting that they weremediated by nicotinic otinic synapses between starburst cells by measuring
synaptic transmission between and functional nicotinicreceptors. On the other hand, the outward postsynaptic
currents recorded at 45 mV were completely blocked receptor expression on starburst cells at various devel-
opmental stages. Remarkably, we found that the nico-by Pic (100 M, n  3, Figure 2B) or the GABAA antago-
nist SR95531 (50 M, n  3) but not by Hex (100 M, tinic synaptic interaction between starburst cells could
be detected only during early development and dimin-n  3), indicating GABAA receptor-mediated currents.
To confirm the presence of both nicotinic and GABAA ished quickly during the first postnatal week. As shown
in Figures 3A1–3A3, recording from starburst cell pairscomponents in the synaptic transmission between star-
burst cells, we puffed ACh and GABA directly on volt- detected both nicotinic (at 70 mV) and GABAA (at 45
mV) synaptic currents at E30, but only GABA responsesage-clamped starburst cells in perinatal retinas in the
presence of 0.3–1mMCd2, which blockedCa2-depen- at P21. In fact, nicotinic postsynaptic responses were
never detected between starburst cells after P11 (n dent synaptic transmission. Puffing ACh (1 mM) evoked
robust, inward-rectifying currents (n 12) that could be 60), whereas GABAA receptor-mediated postsynaptic
currents persisted throughout development (E29–P31,blocked by Hex (100 M, n  3, Figures 2C and 2D) but
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n  70). Similarly, puffing ACh (1 mM) onto starburst
cells evoked robust nicotinic currents at E30, but little
responses at P21 (Figure 3C). In contrast, the response
of starburst cells to the GABA puff persisted as the
retina matured (Figure 3C). A quantitative assessment
of the starburst responses to ACh puffs (1 mM) revealed
a dramatic postnatal decline in the peak nicotinic re-
sponse amplitude, from an average value of 1450 210
pA at E29 to 97  14 pA at eye opening (P11, n  3),
and was nearly undetectable (5  5 pA) at P28 (n 
3) (Figure 3B). This drastic reduction in the response
amplitude to an ACh puff could not be explained by
the developmental enhancement of the cholinesterase
activity in the mammalian retina (Hutchins et al., 1995),
because a similar reductionwas also foundwhen cholin-
esterase was inhibited by neostigmine (NS, 4 M), even
though NS did increase the ACh response amplitude
from 1140  180 pA to 1280  300 at E30 (n  3) and
from 11  5 pA to 41  7 pA at P25 (n  4). Similarly,
the response amplitude to a puff of the nonhydrolizable
nicotinic agonist 1.1-dimethyl-4-phenyl piperazinium io-
dide (DMPP) (1 mM) also declined drastically from
2070  16 pA (n  3) at E29 to 47  8 pA at P26 (n 
3) and 29 9 pA in adult (n 3, Figure 3D). This striking
developmental decline in nicotinic synaptic transmis-
sion between starburst cells is indicative of a pro-
grammedelimination of the early form ofmassive cholin-
ergic connections among starburst cells, suggesting an
important switch in the starburst network excitability.
The above switch in the starburst network excitability
was accompanied by pronounced changes in starburst
morphology. As shown in Figure 3E, perinatal starburst
processes consisted of numerous filopodia but few vari-
cosities. Interestingly, these filopodia also disappeared
during postnatal development, with a time course (Wong
and Collin, 1989) similar to that shown in Figure 3B,
suggesting a possible link between this morphological
change and the transitions in the network excitability
and synaptic connectivity. As the retinamatured, numer-
ous varicosities appeared on distal starburst processes
(Figure 3E), which are believed to be the neurotransmit-
ter release sites in adult (Famiglietti, 1991).
Functional Roles of the Changing Starburst
Network Excitability
To gain an insight into the functional consequences of
the developmental changes in starburst excitability, we
investigated the role of starburst-starburst interactionsFigure 2. Corelease of ACh and GABA by Starburst Cells in E30
at three developmental stages: around birth (E29–P1),Rabbits
during the decline of nicotinic responses (P3–P8), and(A) Simultaneous recording of presynaptic voltage-gated currents
after eye opening (P11–P29).(Ipre) activated by 600 ms long depolarizing pulses (55 mV initial
amplitude, 15 mV increments) and postsynaptic currents (Ipost) from As described in the Introduction, in order to prove the
a pair of E30 starburst cells, showing inward postsynaptic currents hypothesis (Feller et al., 1997; Feller, 1999; O’Donovan,
at Vh70 mV and outward postsynaptic currents at Vh45 mV. 1999) that recurrent excitation in the starburst system
(Insets) Expanded views of postsynaptic currentsmarked by arrows. mediates early spontaneous retinal waves, two critical(B) Recordings from two different pairs of starburst cells, showing
questions need to be answered. First, do starburst cellsa complete blockade of postsynaptic currents at Vh  70 mV by
actually form a mutually excitatory network? Second,hexamethonium (Hex, 100 M) (left) and at Vh  45 mV by picro-
toxin (Pic, 100 M) (right). what drives starburst cells during the wave? With dual
(C) Current responses of a starburst cell to puffs of ACh (1mM) in the
presence of 0.5 mM Cd2, showing a completely inward-rectifying
current-voltage relation.
(D) The ACh-evoked current (recorded from another cell at70 mV) robust currents that reversed at ECl (69 mV).
wasHex (100M) sensitive and -bungarotoxin (200 nM) insensitive. (F) The response to GABA (from another cell, at 45 mV) was
(E) Puffing GABA (1 mM) in the presence of 0.5 mM Cd2 evoked blocked by SR95531 (50 M).
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patch-clamp recording, we now directly demonstrated
reciprocal nicotinic interactions between perinatal star-
burst cells (Figure 4A1), thus proving the existence of a
recurrent cholinergic network. To determine what syn-
aptic inputs starburst cells received during the wave,
we examined the physiological and pharmacological
properties of the bursting synaptic currents in starburst
cells during early retinal waves. Figure 4A2 shows bursts
of synaptic currents in a pair of starburst cells voltage
clamped at 45 mV and 70 mV, respectively. Pic (100
M) completely blocked the outward currents at 45
mV, but did not affect the rhythmic inward currents
at70 mV (Figure 4A2, n 6) or the retinal waves under
Ca2 imaging (n  12, data not shown), suggesting that
the ionotropic GABA input, though significant, was not
an essential component of the synaptic drive responsi-
ble for the waves. However, Hex (100M), applied either
alone (n  5, data not shown) or together with Pic (n 
3, Figure 4A2), completely and reversibly blocked all
rhythmic currents in starburst cells, suggesting that nic-
otinic inputs were associated with the waves. Hence,
during early spontaneous retinal waves, the starburst
networkwas driven synaptically by themutual excitation
among starburst cells themselves, but not by an external
system. This result was confirmed by the finding that
glutamate receptor antagonists CNQX (40 M) and AP7
(200M)did not have any effect on the synaptic currents
(either inward or outward) in starburst cell during the
waves (Figure 4A3, n 4). Together, these data provide
strong physiological evidence for the theory that recur-
rent excitation within the starburst network mediates
the early spontaneous retinal waves.
Figure 3. Developmental Transitions in Starburst Cell Excitability
and Dendritic Structure
(A1) Dual patch-clamp recording from a pair of E30 starburst cells,
showing both outward (Vh  45 mV) and inward (Vh  70 mV)
postsynaptic currents in response to a voltage step (70 to 0 mV,
top trace) applied to the presynaptic starburst cell.
(A2) Similar recordings from a pair of P21 starburst cells detected
outward postsynaptic currents (Vh45mV) but no inward currents
(Vh  70 mV). Recordings were made in the presence of 40 M
CNQX to block spontaneous glutamate currents.
(A3) Paired recording from a P17 starburst pair (in 40 M CNQX),
showing voltage-gated currents (in the presynaptic cell) elicited by
a voltage step from 70 mV to 10 mV (top trace) and outward
postsynaptic currents at Vh  45 mV (middle trace), which was
completely blocked by the GABAA-selective antagonist SR95531 (50
M, bottom trace, n  5).
(B) Age-dependent decline of peak current responses of starburst
cells to ACh puffs (1 mM) in the presence of 0.5–1 mM Cd2. The
numbers of cells tested are shown above the histogram. Error bars,
standard deviation.
(C) Representative responses (at Vh  70 mV) of an E30 and a P26
starburst cell to an ACh (1 mM) puff in the control solution and in
the presence of neostigmine (NS, 4 M). Representative responses
(at Vh   40 mV) of an E30 and a P21 starburst cell to a GABA (1
mM) puff are shown for comparison. The control solution contained
1–2 mM Cd2.
(D) Representative responses of E30, P25, and adult starburst cells
to DMPP puffs (1 mM) recorded in the presence of 1 mM Cd2
at 70 mV.
(E) Comparison between the dendritic morphology (only one quad-
rant of the dendritic tree is shown) of a P0 and a P17 starburst cell
following whole-cell patch clamp with Lucifer yellow-filled pipettes,
showing prominent dendritic filapodia at P0 and numerous varicosi-
ties in distal dendrites at P17. Scale bar, 50 m.
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Similar pharmacological analysis of P4–8 starburst 1, voltage clamped at 15 mV, Figures 4D1–4D3). We
cells showed that the inputs to starburst cells during first established that depolarizing cell 2 with a voltage
the late-stage retinal wave were insensitive to nicotinic step (70 to 0 mV) produced an inhibitory (outward)
antagonists (Figure 4B1, n  4), but could be reversibly current in cell 1 (Figure 4D1). We then used a 100 m
blocked by CNQX and AP7 (Figure 4B2, n  5), consis- diameter center spot illumination to stimulate both cells,
tent with the pharmacology of retinal waves measured evoking in cell 1 an initial inward excitatory current (pre-
by Ca2 imaging at this stage (Zhou and Zhao, 2000). sumably mediated by glutamate), followed by an out-
Pic (100 M) greatly enhanced both spontaneous bursts ward inhibitory current (Figure 4D2). We next gave the
in starburst cells (Figure 4B1) and the Ca2 waves in the light flash simultaneously with the voltage step (70 to
retina (Zhou, 2001), indicating an inhibitory action of the 0 mV, to cell 2 only). As shown in Figure 4D3, because
GABA inputs at this age. To determine when GABAA of the voltage step-evoked inhibitory input from cell 2
input to starburst cells changed fromexcitatory to inhibi- to cell 1, the light response of cell 1 was shifted outward.
tory, we puffed the GABAA agonist muscimol (1 mM) on Under this recording condition, the inhibition was quite
Fura-2AM-loaded starburst cells in the presence of Hex effective (nearly completely canceling out the light-
(200M), CNQX (40M), andAP7 (100M), whichwould evoked inward current in cell 1), because the inhibitory
block indirect effects mediated by nicotinic and gluta- input from cell 2 to cell 1 arrived earlier than did the
mate receptors. Muscimol puffs evoked a Ca2 rise in light-evoked inward (excitatory) currents in cell 1 (Figure
E29 starburst cells, an effect that was blocked by 40 4D3). This experiment, thoughdoneunder special stimu-
M SR95531 (n  4, data not shown). However, musci- lation conditions to reveal otherwise undetectable cur-
mol puffs under the same condition did not elicit any rent components, directly demonstrated the inhibitory
detectable Ca2 rise in P5 starburst cells (n  5), sug- contribution of a single starburst cell to the light re-
gesting thatGABAA input to starburst cells changed from sponse properties of its neighboring starburst cells. This
excitatory to inhibitory betweenE29 andP5, presumably inhibition may also produce a voltage shunting near the
due to an increased KCC2 expression (Vu et al., 2000). resting membrane potential of starburst cells.
Together, these results showed that the dramatic de- Direct lateral inhibition between starburst cells may
cline of nicotinic responses of starburst cells (Figure 3B) play an important role in direction selectivity (see Dis-
followed the same time course as that of the transition cussion). Because retinal light response properties in
from a nicotinic to a glutamatergic mechanism of retinal P21 rabbits are essentially the same as those in adult
waves (Zhou and Zhao, 2000), and it was also concomi- (Masland, 1977), the synaptic physiology we character-
tant with the emergence of a strong inhibitory ionotropic ized in P21–P29 starburst cells is expected to be very
GABA action on the waves (Figure 4B1) (Zhou and Zhao, similar to that in adult. Patch-clamp recording from
2000). Importantly, this finding resolved a long-standing ON-OFF DS ganglion cells also revealed strongly direc-
puzzle as to why nicotinic interactions were no longer tion-selective light responses as well as direction-selec-
involved in late retinal waves. tive GABAergic and glutamatergic inputs to DS ganglion
After eye opening (P11), starburst cells are believed cells at eye opening (S.L. and Z.J.Z., unpublished data),
to mediate important visual processing in the retina, indicating the presence of a functional DS network, in-
especially directional selectivity; however, essentially cluding a preganglionic DS inhibitory circuit involving
nothing is known about any physiological interaction starburst cells well before P21.
among starburst cells. Using dual patch clamp, we
found in P11–P29 rabbits that starburst cells directly
Mechanisms of ACh and GABA Releasecommunicated with each other via reciprocal GABAA by Starburst Cellssynapses (Figure 4C1). In the 40 pairs of starburst cells
We next examined whether synaptic releases of ACh(P15) that showed GABAergic synaptic transmission,
and GABA from starburst processes were mediated by30 pairs were found to have reciprocal synaptic interac-
a Ca2-dependent vesicular mechanism or by Ca2-tions (the actual number of reciprocal pairs is expected
independent transporters. Application of 500 M Cd2to be higher than 30, because sometimes Ca2 channels
during paired recordings completely blocked both pre-and other intracellular factors might have run down be-
synaptic voltage-gated Ca2 currents and Ca2-acti-fore the second cell in the pair was tested for synaptic
vated currents and postsynaptic nicotinic (n  3 pairs,release). Thus, we believe most mature starburst cells
E29–P0, Figure 5A1) and GABAA currents in perinatalwere reciprocally connected by GABAA synapses. We
starburst cells (n 3 pairs, E30, Figure 5A2), suggestingalso detected, in the presence of 2 M strychnine, light-
a dependence of both ACh and GABA releases on Ca2evoked synaptic currents in starburst cells (Vh5 mV,
entry through voltage-gated Ca2 channels. Cd2 (500Ecation, Figure 4C2, n  20), which were outward and
M) also blocked GABAA-mediated synaptic transmis-SR95531 sensitive, indicating that GABAA receptors on
sion between starburst cells in P18–P29 rabbits (n  3)starburst cells mediated light-evoked inhibition. Be-
(Figure 5B). Figure 5C shows the relationship betweencause of the presence of direct GABAergic synapses
presynaptic depolarization and postsynaptic ACh (E29)between starburst cells (Figures 3A2, 3A3, and 4C1), a
and GABA (P21) currents. The threshold for both AChsignificant part of this light-evokedGABAergic inhibition
(E29–P1) and GABA (E29–P29) release was variablemust have come from neighboring starburst cells, even
(between50 and20mV), likely due to the variability inthough other GABAergic amacrine cell types might also
the size of detectable postsynaptic currents, the numberhave a contribution. To directly demonstrate this idea,
and location of synaptic contacts and other experimen-we examined the contribution of a single starburst cell
tal conditions.(cell 2, voltage clamped at 70 mV, Figures 4D1–4D3)
to the light response of a neighboring starburst cell (cell To further demonstrate that a Ca2 increase alone,
Neuron
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Figure 4. Developmental Transitions in Starburst Network Function
(A1–A3) Nicotinic synapses between starburst cells mediate early retinal waves. (A1) Comparison between spontaneous synaptic inputs during
retinal waves (asterisks) and reciprocal synaptic currents evoked by voltage pulses (in 10 mV increments, top and bottom traces) from an
E30 starburst cell pair (Vh 70 mV). (A2) Rhythmic spontaneous currents in a pair of E30 starburst cells (Vh 70 and 45 mV, respectively).
Picrotoxin (Pic, 100 M) blocked the outward currents at 45 mV, but not the inward currents at 70 mV. Addition of hexamethonium (Hex,
100 M) completely and reversibly blocked the spontaneous currents. (A3) Continuous voltage-clamp recording (at four different potentials)
of an E30 starburst cell, showing a lack of effect of 40 M CNQX  200 M AP7.
(B1 and B2) Transition from a nicotinic to a glutamatergic drive for retinal waves. (B1) Spontaneous rhythmic currents from a pair of P8
starburst cells (Vh  45 and 70 mV, respectively), showing an enhancement of the currents by Pic (100 M) and a lack of effect of Hex
(100 M). (B2) Rhythmic currents in another P8 starburst cell pair were enhanced by Pic (100 M) and reversibly blocked by CNQX (25 M).
(C and D) GABAergic inhibition of starburst cell light responses after eye opening. (C1) Reciprocal GABAergic currents (Vh  45 mV) from
a pair of P29 starburst cells in response to presynaptic depolarization (70 to 0 mV). (The oscillating currents in the presynaptic cells were
sensitive to TEA and Cd2, data not shown.) (C2) (Left) responses to a full-field light stimulus from the same starburst cell as in (C1) (upper)
(Vh  5 mV) in the presence of 2 M strychnine, showing a brief inward current at the light onset, followed by repetitive outward synaptic
currents. (Right) SR95531 (50 M) abolished the outward currents and increased the amplitude and duration of the initial inward response
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without presynaptic depolarization (which might acti- synaptic nicotinic responses appeared shortly after the
onset of a presynaptic voltage pulse (e.g., Figure 2A), thevateGABA transporters), was sufficient to trigger synap-
tic release of both ACh and GABA from starburst cells, overall waveform of the postsynaptic nicotinic response
often had a slow rise time (Figure 8A), which resembledwe used flash photolysis to uncage Ca2 from DM-
nitrophen, which was introduced into the presynaptic the waveform of spontaneous nicotinic inputs to star-
burst cells during early retinal waves (Figure 8B). Thecell via a whole-cell patch pipette. With the presynaptic
starburst cell voltage clamped constantly at 70 mV, a slow kinetics of the nicotinic synaptic transmission be-
tween starburst cells appeared to be due, in a largeUV flash (1 ms long) evoked outward synaptic currents
in the postsynaptic starburst cell voltage clamped part, to the kinetics of presynaptic Ca2 entry and the
Ca2 dynamics at presynaptic release sites, becauseat45 mV, indicating direct Ca2-evoked GABA release
from the presynaptic starburst cell (Figure 6A1). Similar the synaptic response to flash photolysis was very fast
(Figures 6A and 6B).UV flashes also evoked inward postsynaptic currents
at70mV (ECl), confirming the Ca2 dependency of ACh The release of GABA from starburst cells was often
prolonged, lasting up to a few seconds after the termina-release (Figure 6A2). As a control, UV flashes without
DM-nitrophen did not show any effect on starburst cells tion of a depolarizing voltage step (Figure 8C1), perhaps,
as a result of a prolonged Ca2 elevation at the release(Figure 6A3) (also note that photoreceptors in perinatal
rabbit were too immature to respond to light). Impor- sites. This prolonged GABA release might be important
for lateral inhibition during visual processing, for exam-tantly, when we repeated the above Ca2 uncaging ex-
periments in the presence of Cd2, we still found that ple, by providing a sustained inhibition of a subsequent
excitatory input, a mechanism that is essential for direc-the postsynaptic starburst cell responded with inward
nicotinic synaptic currents at 70 mV and outward GA- tion selectivity (Borg-Graham, 2001; Taylor and Vaney,
2003), especially in ON DS ganglion cells which are sen-BAergic synaptic currents at45 mV (n 3) (Figure 6B).
Because Cd 2 should have blocked Ca2-dependent sitive to slow motion (Oyster et al., 1972; Amthor et al.,
1989; He and Masland, 1998). To show that starburstrelease fromall cells in the retina, except the presynaptic
starburst cell loaded with DM-nitrophen, this result cells did receive prolonged GABAergic inhibitory inputs
during light stimulation, the samepostsynaptic starburstclearly demonstrated the presence of monosynaptic
neurotransmission between starburst cells and unequiv- cell shown in Figure 8C1 was held at the cation reversal
potential (0 mV) and stimulated with full-field light in theocally confirmed the above conclusion of a Ca2-depen-
dent corelease of ACh and GABA from a single star- presence of 2 M strychnine. The repetitive outward
synaptic currents in this cell (Figure 8C2) indicated aburst cell.
The vesicular mechanism of GABA release from star- prolonged GABAergic input following the light flash.
Given the strongGABAeric interactions among starburstburst cells was also evident from the quantal nature of
the postsynaptic currents. Figures 7A1–7A3 show post- cells (Figure 8C1), it is conceivable that a significant
portion of this light-evoked inhibitory input camedirectlysynaptic GABA quantal currents evoked by a presynap-
tic voltage step during a paired recording from E30 from other starburst cells, although other GABAergic
amacrine cell types might also have a contribution. Thestarburst cells. While the release probability varied with
the level of presynaptic depolarization (Figures 7A1 and detailed mechanism of synaptic interactions between
starburst cells during visual processing is still under in-7A2), the postsynaptic unitary quantal responses were
similar, showing an average amplitude of 25 pA at 45 vestigation.
mV and a biexponential decay phase (time constants
6.3 and 15.3 ms) with a half-decay time of 11 ms (Figure Discussions
7A3). This average single quantal response closely
matched the miniature synaptic currents (Figure 7A5) The present study resulted in four new findings. (1) We
demonstrated at a synaptic level the Ca2-dependentrecorded from the same cell during spontaneous retinal
waves (Figure 7A4). Similarly, unitary quantal events corelease of ACh and GABA from a single starburst
cell. (2) We identified a network of mutually excitatorycould also be resolved from some paired recordings
from P21 starburst cells (Figure 7B). In most cases, starburst cells and proved that recurrent excitation in
this network mediates the propagation of early sponta-however, the postsynaptic responses contained a large
number of multiquantal events, which rendered detailed neous retinal waves. (3) We discovered a developmental
loss of the early nicotinic synapses between starburstquantal analysis difficult.
In contrast, the nicotinic postsynaptic responses in cells that occurred concomitantly with a switch from
excitatory to inhibitory GABAA/C actions in the IPL. (4)perinatal starburst cells usually appeared as bursts of
superimposed smaller events, making it difficult to resolve We found reciprocal GABAergic interactions between
mature starburst cells and detected lateral inhibition ofsingle quantal responses (Figure 8A). Although somepost-
component, revealing a light-evoked GABAergic inhibition. (D1) Dual recording from a starburst pair, showing outward postsynaptic currents
in cell 1 (Vh  15 mV) in response to a voltage pulse (70 to 0 mV, top trace) applied to cell 2. (D2) Responses of the same starburst pair
to a center illumination (100 m in diameter, top trace). Cell 2 (Vh  70 mV) responded with a delayed inward current, presumably mediated
by glutamate, whereas the response of cell 1 (Vh  15 mV) consisted of an initial inward current (presumably glutamatergic), followed by an
outward current, presumably mediated by GABA and glycine. (D3) Simultaneous light stimulation and step depolarization of cell 2 resulted in
the light response of cell 1 being shifted outward, indicating a GABAergic inhibition of the light response in cell 1 exerted by cell 2. Dashed
lines indicate the level of holding current without stimulation.
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starburst cell light response by a single neighboring
starburst cell.
The Role of Recurrent Starburst Network
Excitation in Early Retinal Waves
Our results demonstrated that the starburst networkwas
wired together via nicotinic and GABAergic synapses
during early development and that the essential synaptic
input to starburst cells during the early retinal wave was
from the starburst network itself, not from other cell
types. These two findings, together with the result that
the early retinal wave in the rabbit retina relies critically
on nicotinic neurotransmission (Zhou and Zhao, 2000),
provide strong evidence for the hypothesis that recur-
rent excitation within the starburst network mediates
the early retinal wave. Our data suggest that reciprocal
nicotinic communication among starburst cells func-
tions to amplify, synchronize, andpropagate the sponta-
neous activity within the starburst network, although the
mechanism underlying the initiation of rhythmic sponta-
neous activity remains to be elucidated. Since most
ganglion cells receive a rhythmic nicotinic drive during
early retinal waves (Feller et al., 1996), the correlated
release of ACh from starburst cells may have a spatially
broad action in the inner plexiform layer (IPL) and drive
most, if not all, other cells that send processes to the
IPL. This seems possible because the IPL is very thin
at this early stage, and young starburst cells have nu-
merous filopodia pointing away from the strata occupied
by themain starburst branches (Figure 3E), as confirmed
by the diffused ChAT immunoreactivity in rabbit (A. Ah-
mad and Z.J.Z., unpublished data), ferret (Feller et al.,
1996), and rat (Kim et al., 2000). It is also possible that
ACh may diffuse a distance to act on more distant tar-
get cells.
We showed that the massive nicotinic interaction
among starburst cells was transient and diminished rap-
idly during the first postnatal week. This result explains,
at least in part, why the circuitry mediating retinal waves
switched from a nicotinic to a glutamatergic system in
the rabbit retina as development proceeded (Zhou and
Zhao, 2000). Concomitant with this drastic loss of nico-
tinic synapses between starburst cells, ionotropic GABA-
ergic actions in the IPL also switched from excitation to
inhibition. The GABAergic inhibition during the late-
stage spontaneous wave is believed to play a role in
the weakening and final disappearance of the waves in
rabbit (Syed et al., 2004) and turtle (Sernagor et al., 2003).Figure 5. Ca2-Dependent Release of ACh and GABA by Star-
burst Cells
The Development of Starburst(A1) Dual voltage-clamp recording from an E30 starburst cell pair.
Network ExcitabilityPresynaptic depolarization from 70 to 0 mV (left) and from 70 to
15 mV (right) elicited in the presynaptic cell a series of voltage- and The dramatic loss of nAChR on starburst cells before
Ca2-activated currents (Ipre), including Na currents, Ca2 currents, eye opening suggests that the early form of reciprocal
Ca2-activated currents, small residual K currents, and leak cur-
rents. The postsynaptic starburst cell (voltage clamped at 70 mV)
responded with inward synaptic currents (Ipost). Cd2 (0.5 mM)
blocked presynaptic Ca2 and Ca2-activated currents and abol- lower traces) in a P18 starburst cell pair in the presence of 40 M
ished postsynaptic currents. CNQX . Cd2 (0.5 mM) effectively blocked the presynaptic Ca2 and
(A2) Dual recording from another E30 starburst cell pair under the Ca2-activated currents and the postsynaptic GABA currents.
same condition as in (A1), except that the postsynaptic starburst (C) Dual recording of presynaptic voltage-activated currents (test
cell was voltage clamped at 45 mV, showing outward (GABAA) potentials indicated on the top, Vh  70 mV) and postsynaptic
postsynaptic currents which were also blocked by Cd2 (0.5 mM). nicotinic (upper, Vh  70 mV) and GABA (lower, Vh  45 mV)
(B) Dual recording from a P18 starburst cell pair, showing presynap- responses from a P21 starburst cell, showing a correspondence
tic voltage-activated currents (upper traces) in response to a voltage between the presynaptic depolarization level and the postsynap-
step (70 to 30 mV) and postsynaptic response (Vh  45 mV, tic response.
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Figure 6. Flash Photolysis and Quantal Re-
sponses
(A1) Flash photolysis (1 ms duration, indi-
cated by arrow) of DM-nitrophen, which was
dialyzed into a presynaptic starburst cell
(Vh  70 mV) through a patch pipette,
evoked fast outward synaptic currents from
a postsynaptic starburst cell (Vh  45 mV)
under dual voltage clamp in an E30 retina.
(A2) A similar recording from another pair of
E30 starburst cells (both voltage clamped
at70mV), showingUV-evoked inward post-
synaptic currents.
(A3) The same UV flash did not elicit any syn-
aptic response in a pair of DM-nitrophen-free
starburst cells (Vh  70 mV). The fast spike
at the onset of the UV flash is stimulation
artifact due to voltage discharge.
(B) Flash photolysis in the presence of 0.5
mM Cd2 evoked inward and outward post-
synaptic responses (recorded at a postsyn-
aptic Vh of70 mV and45 mV, respectively)
from an E30 starburst cell pair. The presynap-
tic cell was loaded with DM-nitrophen and
voltage clamped at 70 mV.
nicotinic excitation among starburst cellsmaybedelete- known that many neural networks are hyperexcitatory
(epileptic) during early development and then transformrious to visual function. Although we cannot be sure
how these reciprocal excitatory synapses, if persisted to a stable (nonepileptic) state as the network matures.
The current theory on such a transformation is basedto adulthood, would affect mature network, it seems
plausible that the dismantling of these early positive- primarily on the delayed expression of K-Cl cotransport-
ers (Rivera et al., 1999), which results in a negative shiftfeedback synapses may play an important role in the
transformation of starburst network excitability. It is well of the reversal potential of GABA- and glycine-gated
Figure 7. Quantal GABA Currents in Star-
burst Cells
(A1) Dual voltage-clamp recording from a pair
of E30 starburst cells, showing postsynaptic
unitary quantal currents (Vh  45 mV) in re-
sponse to a presynaptic voltage step from
70 to 40 mV.
(A2) Postsynaptic currents from the same cell
pair in (A1) in response to a presynaptic volt-
age step from 70 to 10 mV, showing nu-
merous multiquantal events (Vh  45 mV)
and a unitary amplitude similar to that in (A1).
(A3) An average of the five unitary quantal
events in (A1) (thin line). The decay time
course is biexponential (thick line), with time
constants 6.3 and 15.3 ms. The half-decay
time is 11 ms.
(A4) Synaptic currents during a spontaneous
retinal wave recorded from the same post-
synaptic cell as in (A1)–(A3) (Vh  45mV).
(A5) A unitary synaptic current (thin line) from
(A4) (indicated by arrow) was compared with
the average quantal event (thick line) in (A3),
showing a close match.
(B) Postsynaptic currents (Vh  45 mV)
evoked by presynaptic depolarization from
70 to20mV (left) and from70 to10 mV
(right) during a paired recording of starburst
cells in a P29 retina.
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ever, the early spontaneous wave in the developing
mammalian retina is unusual in that it is mediated by
ACh via a network of reciprocal nicotinic synapses as
demonstrated in this study. How does an intrinsically
unstable nicotinic network transform its excitability dur-
ing development? There appear to be two conceptual
solutions: (1) the intrinsic nicotinic instability is permissi-
ble and suppressible by GABAergic and glycinergic inhi-
bition among starburst and other amacrine cells in the
mature retina; (2) such instability is deleterious to vision
and should be abolished during development. Our re-
sults clearly show that the second solution is the one
adopted by retinal development, suggesting thatmature
retinal circuits are designed specifically to avoid intrinsic
instability. Thus, the generalmechanism for the transfor-
mation of network excitability during development may
include both a switch of GABA and glycine excitability
and a dismantling of early positive-feedback synapses.
In addition to these two scenarios, developmental
switches in neurotransmitter and postsynaptic receptor
phenotypeshavealsobeen reported (Guidry andLandis,
1998; Asmus et al., 2000; Joshi andWang, 2002), provid-
ing yet another way of modulation, if not complete
switch, of network excitability.
Mutual GABAergic Inhibition and the Function
of Starburst Cells during Visual Processing
Recent advances in the study of direction selectivity
indicate a critical role of asymmetric interactions at the
level of starburst cells, particularly with respect to the
centrifugally preferred Ca2 response of individual star-
burst processes tomoving stimuli (Euler et al., 2002) and
the asymmetricGABAergic interactionsbetween starburst
and DS ganglion cells (Fried et al., 2002). One of the
remaining key questions iswhether the centrifugally pre-
ferred response in starburst processes is generated by
intrinsic starburst cell properties, by network (synaptic)
interactions, or a combination of the two. Theoretical
models have previously proposed a prominent role of
Figure 8. Kinetics of Nicotinic and GABAA Receptor-Mediated Syn- starburst-starburst interaction in the DS mechanism
aptic Transmission in Starburst Cells
(Borg-Graham, 2001), but there has been no physiologi-
(A) Comparison of synaptic GABA (recorded at 45 mV, middle
cal evidence for such synaptic interactions. Althoughtrace) and ACh (recorded at 70 mV, bottom trace) currents in a
synaptic contacts between adult starburst processespostsynaptic starburst cell in response to a voltage pulse (from70
have been seen at the electron-microscopic level (Bran-to 0 mV, top trace) applied to a presynaptic starburst cell under
dual patch-clamp recording in an E30 retina. The GABA response don, 1987; Millar and Morgan, 1987; Mariani and Hersh,
consisted of multiple quantal events and appeared quickly after the 1988; Famiglietti, 1991; Firth et al., 2003), the occurrence
onset of the voltage step, whereas the nicotinic response appeared of these contacts has been rare (Famiglietti, 1991), and
as a smoother current with a much slower rise time.
the neurochemical identity of such contacts has re-(B) Spontaneous synaptic input to anE30 starburst cell (Vh70mV)
mained unclear. Our recordings nowprovide physiologi-during a retinal wave, showing a waveform similar to that of nicotinic
cal evidence for direct GABAergic synaptic interactionspostsynaptic currents in (A) (bottom trace).
(C1) Dual recording from a P29 starburst pair, showing presynaptic between mature starburst cells, suggesting that most
voltage-activated currents in response to a step depolarization (70 of the synaptic contacts between starburst cells are
to 10 mV) and prolonged postsynaptic GABAergic responses (re- GABAergic. We also showed that starburst cells inhibit
corded at 45 mV).
each other during light stimulation. Our finding of the(C2) Response of the same postsynaptic starburst cell as in (C1)
Ca2-dependent vesicular GABA release indicates that(Vh  0 mV) to a full-field light flash in the presence of strychnine
the GABA release sites are restricted to the distal vari-(2 M). The repetitive outward synaptic currents indicate prolonged,
light-induced GABAergic inputs. cose zones where synaptic vesicles are localized, con-
sistentwith the notion that the distal zones are important
processing units of starburst cells. Unlike the previous
view that local starburst processing units mainly feedcurrents (Ben-Ari, 2002). This theory has worked very
well in nearly all previously known cases, because most forward to ganglion cells, our data demonstrate that
these processing units also exert mutual lateral inhibi-of the spontaneous excitation in these early networks
is thought to be driven by GABA or glycine inputs. How- tion among overlapping starburst cells, thus providing
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dynamic and complex lateral interactions prior to DS starburst cells or that a low level of nicotinic autorecep-
tors may be present. It is also possible that a distalganglion cells. Because DS is such a robust and funda-
response to DMPP puff was not fully resolved at themental phenomenon observable under a wide range of
soma due to a lack of adequate space clamp at the thinstimulation conditions, it is conceivable that the forma-
distal processes. On the other hand, because we couldtion of DS responses may involve multiple levels of syn-
detect starburst responses to GABA puffs at distal pro-aptic interactions andseveral synergistic networkmech-
cesses and resolve glutamate-mediated responses toanisms. We propose that the GABAergic inhibition
spot illumination at the distal processes (S.L. and Z.J.Z.,among starburst cells, especially in local distal pro-
unpublished data) as previously reported (Peters andcesses,may provide a new level of network computation
Masland, 1996), we think that the level of nicotinic recep-to enhance the centrifugal-centripetal asymmetry in
tor expression in adult starburst cells must be very low.GABA release fromstarburst cells.GABAergic starburst-
A low level of immunoreactivity to nicotinic receptorstarburst interactions may also provide an important
antibodies has been reported previously for a subsetmechanism for lateral inhibition.
(predominantly in central retina) of cholinergic cells inOur finding of the Ca2 dependence of GABA release
the GCL of the adult rabbit retina (Keyser et al., 2000).from starburst cells has another direct implication to
The function of these low-level nicotinic receptors andthe mechanism of direction selectivity. Previously, the
small nicotinic currents in adult starburst cells is cur-centrifugally preferred Ca2 response in starburst distal
rently unclear. Here, we speculate three possibilities.processes was thought as an indication of local mem-
First, the small amount of nicotinic response from adultbrane depolarization, which would trigger transporter-
starburst cells may indicate the presence of receptorsmediated GABA release (Euler et al., 2002). Given the
left over from the early stage of development. This wouldCa2 dependency of GABA release found in this study,
explain why only a small, inconsistent population ofthe preferred Ca2 response to centrifugal motion (Euler
adult starburst cells were found to be weakly immunore-et al., 2002) now indicates a much stronger asymmetric
active to nicotinic antibodies (Keyser et al., 2000). How-GABA release than previously thought, because of the
ever, given the many examples of tight regulation ofsupralinear dependence of vesicular release on Ca2
protein expression during development, this possibility(Ca2 cooperativity) (Dodge and Rahamimoff, 1967; Sa-
seems unlikely. Second, a limited number of nicotinickaba and Neher, 2001).
synapses may be present locally between distal den-
drites of starburst cells, but synaptic transmission atCorelease of ACh and GABA by Starburst Cells
these synapses may be too small to be detected at theStarburst cells are one of the few known neuron types
soma, due to either poor space clamp or a lack of opti-in the CNS that colocalize and corelease two fast neuro-
mal stimulation condition (e.g., a lack of coordinatedtransmitters (Jonas et al., 1998; Jo and Schlichter, 1999;
excitation inmany cofasciculated starburst cells). TheseTsen et al., 2000). Our finding that a single starburst
local nicotinic synapses might be few in number, butcell releases both ACh and GABA extends the previous
could be functionally important, especially for local sig-autoradiographic results (O’Malley and Masland, 1989)
naling (such as for direction selectivity). Third, a low level
to the synaptic level. With combined dual patch clamp
of nicotinic transmission (either synaptic or nonsynaptic)
and flash photolysis, we further demonstrated that both
may exist between mature starburst cells, but only pro-
cholinergic and GABAergic communications between
duces a small electric change in the basal activity of the
developing starburst cells weremonosynaptic. Our con- cell, which might be difficult to identify during paired
clusion of a Ca2-dependent vesicular GABA release recordings. Such a cholinergic action could play a role
mechanism in starburst cellswasbased on three results: in modulating the response sensitivity of starburst cells,
Cd2 blocked the release; uncaging Ca2 evoked the similar to that proposed previously for ganglion cells
release; and postsynaptic quantal currents. Our data, (Ariel and Daw, 1982).
however, do not exclude the possible presence of a low- Our results showed that the corelease of ACh and
level Ca2-independent component of GABA release in GABA by starburst cells is functionally significant. In the
extrasynaptic/nonsynaptic regions. developing retina, we now prove that ACh release from
Because it is well established that starburst cells re- starburst cells is critical for retinal wave formation. Ac-
lease ACh in the adult retina (Masland and Livingstone, cording to our recent classification (Syed et al., 2004),
1976), mature starburst cells are expected to form func- stage II retinal waves (between the ages E24 and P2)
tional nicotinic synapses with other cell types. We did are mediated by nicotinic receptors, and stage III waves
not detect any nicotinic synaptic currents between ma- (P4–P8) by glutamate and muscarinic receptors (Zhou
ture starburst cells (even in the presence of neostigmine, and Zhao, 2000; Syed et al., 2004). The release of GABA
n  2). Given that the response of starburst cells to by starburst cells also provides a significant synaptic
1 mM DMPP puff declined dramatically from 2 nA at input to starburst and other cells during retinal waves.
E29 to30 pA in adult, the lack of a detectable synaptic Blocking GABA receptors dramatically increased the
response between mature starburst cells seems ex- frequency, intensity, and propagation of stage III waves
pected and is consistent with a previous imaging study (Syed et al., 2004). However, it is currently unclear
showing no Ca2 response to nicotine from adult star- whether GABA plays a significant role in stage II retinal
burst cells (Baldridge, 1996). However, because mature waves. It has been suggested that the release of GABA
starburst cells still gave small responses to puffs of during stage II waves may be important for the matura-
DMPP or ACh (in the presence of NS) (Figures 3C and tion of the GABA system in the inner retina, especially
3D), it remains a possibility that limited nicotinic interac- with respect to K-Cl cotransporter expression (E. Serna-
gor et al., 2003, Soc. Neurosci., abstract).tions may exist on distal processes between mature
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epifluorescence port of the microscope via a quartz optic fiber. DM-In the adult retina, it is well accepted that GABA re-
nitrophen (10 mM) was loaded with Ca2 (to 80%) in the pipettelease from starburst cells is critical for direction selectiv-
solution (see below). UV flashes (1 ms duration) were delivered toity (Fried et al., 2002). However, the exact mechanism
the retina through a 40 water-immersion objective lens (NA 0.8).
and function of cholinergic interaction in the mature The timing of the flash was controlled by the Pulse software (Heka).
retina are poorly understood, even thoughACh has been Ca2 imaging was made from putative displaced starburst cells
with a cooled CCD camera (Cascade, Roper Scientific, Princeton,shown to influence the response of ganglion cells (Ariel
NJ) through 40 water-immersion lens (NA  0.8), after the retinaand Daw, 1982), including DS ganglion cells (Amthor et
was loaded with Fura-2AM as described (Zhou and Zhao, 2000).al., 1996; He and Masland, 1997; Chiao and Masland,
The cell morphology was confirmed at the end of imaging, with2002). It remains a puzzle that, while starburst and DS
intracellular Lucifer yellow injection.
cell processes cofasciculate immensely, direct choliner-
gic input toDS ganglion cells has so far remained elusive Solutions
(Fried et al., 2002). It is also not clear whether ACh, once All recordings were made in Ames medium (saturated with 95% O2/
5% CO2), except when testing the effect of Cd2 (0.3–1 mM), inreleased, only functions locally near its release sites or
which case the extracellular solution (modified Ames) contained 119acts broadly over a long range through diffusion. Thus,
mM NaCl, 2.5 mMKCl, 1.3 mMMgCl2, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 20 mM HEPES,the exact synaptic mechanism and function of starburst
10 mM glucose, and 0.1 mM ascorbic acid (pH  7.4) and wascells remain an intriguing question for future studies.
bubbled with O2. The intracellular (pipette) solution contained 110
What we can tell from the present study is that the mMCsMeSO4, 5 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM CaCl2, 2 mMMgCl2, 5 mM EGTA,
ability of starburst cells to release both ACh and GABA, 2 mM adenosine 5	-triphosphate (disodium salt), 0.5 mM guanosine
5	-triphosphate (trisodium salt), 10mMHEPES, and 2mMascorbatetogether with a dynamic developmental modification of
(pH 7.2, with CsOH) and was supplemented with 0.1%–0.3% (w/v)the network excitability and connectivity, allows the
Lucifer yellow (molecular Probes, Eugine, OR). MgCl2 and EGTAstarburst network to play diverse functional roles in both
were omitted from the pipette solution when DM-nitrophen wasvisual development and visual function.
supplemented. Nicotinic and GABAergic agonists were puffed to
the cells using Picospritzer II (General Valve, Fairfield, NJ). All other
Experimental Procedures
drugs (Sigma, St. Louse, MO) were applied via bath perfusion.
Dual Patch-Clamp Recording from Starburst Cells
Acknowledgmentsin Flat-Mount Rabbit Retina
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search.recording chamber was continuously superfused (3–4 ml/min) with
Ames medium (Ames and Nesbett, 1981) at 34
C–37
C. Displaced
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